Making #metoo the
Movement that
Transforms!
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Introduction
Until you understand the more profound principles of energy, you feel at the
whim of life.
As Nikola Tesla said, “If you want to find the secrets of the universe, think in terms of
energy, frequency, and vibration.”
Sex trafficking, Rapes, Violence, Domination are horrifying physical forms. Does
Tesla’s concept apply in these cases?
Let these ideas move through you as we consider a new way to address and
eliminate the Sexual Usury, Domination, and Anger Culture that exists in Our World.
Seeing with different eyes is the first place of Power.
•

Let's begin with four questions:

•

what causes sexual usury, harassment, rape, violence?

•

can discounting, domination and violence be eliminated?

•

how can elimination occur?

•

where do we begin?

You are in the right place if:
•

You want a world that is safe, thriving, loving for yourself and all you treasure

•

You are willing to consider being part of a pro-active program for that world.

•

You are appalled at the culture of Female

discounting and violation
•

saddened by the growing blame of victims and

•

heartened by the power of women's voices rising

to speak out, stand up, and march.
•

Are not willing to swing into a place of

powerlessness, run and hide, ostrich in the sand
proposals.
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Here are some foundational truths

• Like

it or not, the Law of Manifestation exists on this planet as surely as the Law

of Gravity.
• The

core nature of those Souls of 'humanity' is All qualities of Good.

• The

Divine Agenda of ‘humanity’ is to experience aspects of Good.

• The

Divine Agenda manifests a variety of ways creating Good in diverse forms.
• There are societies within ‘humanity's life flow’ whose agendas lead to the
destruction of Good. Have you noticed?
• These

Outsider's agendas are to Dominate, Control, Use, Deceive. Those agendas

no longer have authority to exist in our world.
• Manifested

forms contrary to the Benefit and Good for the entire web of life is
either Outsider's presence or unbalanced energy.

• We

are not alone in this journey as multitude individuals and teams are in unseen

Spiritual bodies and available to clear our entire energy fields of 64 dimensions.
If you have time for only ONE Concept, This is it!
• We

in physical bodies have the responsibility, power, and authority to declare
change beginning with voices of Souls in Female bodysuits.

A VERY SIMPLE PROCESS THAT YOU CAN USE DURING ANY PERSONAL
ACTIVITY, MARCH, SIT-IN, PROTEST, STANDING TOGETHER, CIRCLE SHARING
IS SIMPLE:
• SPEAK, THINK, OR IMAGINE THE COMMAND, "NOT Acceptable," at any
form that threatens Domination, Usury, Control, Deceit, etc. That decree gives our
Spiritual Teams permission to step in and remove the Cause from all Energy
Fields.
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Secrets of the Universe; Understand energy and vibration.
What Causes Violence, Domination?
This is a model for the Energy
fields in which we live. There
is a CONSTANT flow
between what we label:
•

physical

•

mental

•

emotional

•

spiritual

•

beyond Earth

EMOTIONAL

There are NO boundaries and
therefore what exists or
occurs in one region will
impact all others.

MENTAL

Outsiders invaded our Life
Stream before Earth, and their
presence and "tainted"
energies continue to manifest.

That is a basic understanding of ENERGY of which Tesla spoke.
If you want to make changes in the Physical, the Spiritual, Emotional and Mental and
Beyond will have to be addressed and changed.
Therefore, we need our Spiritual Family's Help.
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Remembering Earth Mission
The Outsider's presence and imprints have been the cause of the diminishing of life
from before Earth. Identifying their presence, and agendas to have them removed
back to their homes of origin is the primary reason for Earth's Mission.
The purpose of the Law of Manifestation is to cause Outsiders to be seen. Seen and
named, they are to be removed.

Female Assignment
The Souls who choose a Female Body Suit had the assignment to design space,
communities, cultures that would cause the mission force to thrive. Then, their major
mission could begin. That mission was to use their intuitive Belly Wisdom to identify
Outsiders and decree their removal. Unlimited teams in the Unseen Worlds await
their voice. NOT Acceptable is one such decree.

Male Assignment
The Souls in Male bodysuits carry two ownership marks from the Outsiders. Their
willingness to be under Outsider control took the Souls in Female bodies out of
ownership. This is the why Females can command removal of Outsiders. Males were
to stay connected to the Higher frequencies of Home with guidance from the Heart.
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Many Bodies, One Purpose
Step back from any one #metoo incident. Move
back until you begin to see a bigger field. Then, farther
and farther to community, then culture, city, state and
country and finally the world.
Now imagine that ‘humanity’ as that body. All
individuals are cells within that body. The cities, states,
and countries are various organs, systems, and limbs.
All components are within One Body.
Then imagine the situations of sexual usury in its various forms. Imagine they
are flare-ups in the joints, the heart, a kidney, a broken arm, etc. Within a Body, we call
flare-ups, ‘symptoms.’ Symptoms of physical pain are indications of deterioration, of
neglect, of disease, of poisoning, of major systemic infections that will lead to the
death of this Body.

Right?
What would you do if these symptoms were being played out in your body or
the body of your child?

Think about it….
As a Shawoman who has worked in energy for over 40 years, I can tell you that if
we do not take Tesla suggestion, use the Law of Manifestation, get ourselves back into
our Original Earth Mission and assignments of power, this Body will deteriorate and
die.
The purpose of the Law of Manifestation is NOT TO CAUSE DEATH. The Law is
to cause awareness that some imprint in the field of humanity's energy is causing
disease. If the imprint is not removed, the disease WILL Win!
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The Loss of T-Cells
Divine family members in Female body suits were intended to be the T-Cell in the
‘immune system’ of the One Body. The immune system is intended to be very
sensitive to notices any danger; foreign, constricting energy in the physical body. Once
recognition, call quickly goes out, “This construct is foreign and does not belong.
Identify it, neutralize it, contain it, dissolve it and remove it.” And all defenses within
the body answers the call without question, to neutralize and remove the foreign
danger.
Unfortunately, females have been targeted, discounted, controlled, diminished,
dominated and tortured, raped and killed for eons. They have been made to discount
their warning system, distracted into frivolous activities, put under the authority of
Outsiders manipulated men, and have chosen to silence their voice to be accepted and
safe.

Women’s voices are treated as gnats to be swatted away, ignored. Not a good
position for T-cells!
So, now the manifestations of the Outsider agendas of
control, domination, and usury have free rein in our world!
No T-cells do not bode well for the One Body! Hey, doesn’t
that sound like Cancer? We are told that our physical
body’s immune system does not recognize Cancer as a foreign danger, and so Cancer
grows and grows and grows.
We have normalized Terror, Violence, Active
Shooters. We do not stand and speak truth to
Power… Oh yes, that is right, we have no active
immune system because females are emotional,
weak, to be used for other’s purpose, and don’t
look pretty when they are angry.
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What Steps Can You Take?
Remember the Law. What is in the unseen energy fields will manifest in the physical
because they are not separate.
Destructive outcomes of ALL kind, have their beginnings as a seed implanted into
our field of Life Flow by Outside societies. All Destructive, Disease, Discounting,
Dominating, Greed, Rape…… you get the picture?
Remember your Purpose and Power: Those in Female physical bodysuits have the
Mission to use their sensitivity to "taste" what is "off", name destructive ideas,

actions, cultures for that they are and command their removal back to their Original
Home. NOT Acceptable!
Now, instead of finding ways to survive Sexual Usury with your lower brain's limited
warning system of Hide, Run, Freeze, or Fight, put on your Walking Boots! Take back
your authority and Declare, “Outsiders in my One Body? Hell No!”
NOT Acceptable here! Back to their Homes!

Use your power to Create the Outcome. I use Reality Statements within the Reality
Shift Process.

Like these
•

I See Terror, Violence, Sexual Usury, and all forms of parasitic domination name
them as manifested forms from Outside agendas and call in the PTO teams.

•

All Outsider energy and configurations have been removed back to their homes
of origin

•

Those in FEMALE body suits, the T-cells in our One Body’s immune system,
identify Outsider forms and seeds and commands their removal.
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Get on Board. Stand up and say, “Hell No!” and then go after the energy seeds with
commitment. Add this powerful Spiritual Process of NOT Acceptable to the
marching, speaking, petitioning, and holding hands that is already in place.

All that is Unlimited, Powerful, Loving, Good and
Unstoppable in the world beyond ours is Holding Sacred
Space for this Work…
My invitation to you is “Step into it!”
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Addendum
Creating Sacred Secure Space
•

Declare a Reality Statement* as to the qualities of those who work with you i.e.
wise, honest, powerful, of Good, etc. “ The qualities of any Spiritual beings I
work with are..”

•

Ask and imagine a "Sacred Ground* energy vortex surrounding you, your
family, friends and world to create a field of healing, balance and protection.

•

Call for the unlimited teams of wisdom and power from all energy realms
including the P.T.O. teams* into this Sacred Space.”

•

Declare your space as Sacred Ground, Sovereign and filled with Good.

Sacred Ground Vortex
Asking that the Red Rock Vortex surround you and your space. This energy keeps
your space sealed against parasitic invasion, repels parasitic and removes them to
their home of origin. It also heals, balances, provides invisibility, and aligns to
Divine Good. It includes the traditional prayer requests plus so much more.

TAG and Transform
This declaration activates commands that begin very deep healing in regards to a
specific issue. It allows Spiritual Healers to transform distorted energy from any of
your lifetime, region, time and space and restore energy to Divine Good.
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P.T.O. teams:
Quite early in my healing work I became aware that those who were doing the
most powerful work to bring sovereignty to their clients, felt that they were being
sabotaged or stopped. One night, a large group of Spiritual beings I had not
worked with before showed up by my bed. They indicated that they had the ability
to identify unseen beings who were determined to keep human beings entrapped.
They asked if I would like to work with them
I certainly was interested and after checking them out, we set up teams that
included TAG healers, Beings who could keep parasitics contained and these new
members who could remove the parasitic types. I have given them the title of
P.T.O.

Reality Shift:
The tool you can use to redesign and expand life. It works in 64 dimensions of
energy regions.

There are six steps:
Step 1. Creating the Reality Statement: Describe your ideal world as if you are
experiencing it now. This is similar to an affirmation but need not be specific. Write
a sentence using personal and present tense, i.e., “I now am...." You are choosing
your next experience and in the process old patterns can be transformed.
Step 2. Say to your Spiritual team, "Please align every aspect of my consciousness and
the consciousness and all to whom I am loving connected to this chosen reality and
experience.” pause and breath
Step 3. Next, ask your Spiritual team, to “TAG, Transform and Remove every energy
imprint that would sabotage or prevent this reality and experience, whether the
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beginning was, Galactic, Group, Genetic, Personal, Inherited, Contractual,
Outsider or Other created.” pause and breath
Step 4. Ask your Spiritual team, "Create the codes for the Highest Expression of this
Reality and download the program into the 1st Dimension of my Earth fields and
Activate its resonance into the entire 64 dimensional energy fields our Galactic
Families." pause and breath
Then you can know That It Is So!
Step 5. Now that you, as the commander for your life, have chosen a change, a new
possibility, it is up to you to feed it. You can begin by taking just 5 minutes
periodically, but especially as you drift into sleep, to imagine yourself in this
Reality and FEEL all aspects of it. How does it feel in your body? What colors and
shapes are there? Who is in that Reality with you? Build the fire! and here is a
video that can help.
Step 6. Remain aware of any contrary thoughts, feelings, or actions and use your tools,
such as TAG and Transform, to declare that these imprints for such emerging forms
be cleared and healed.

A Realty Shift can be repeated often.
Other Reality Statements you can use to declare a new outcome:
•

In protected space, humanity has been lead to greater clarity and healing
without attracting energy hitchhikers.

•

Angry, or confusion shifted to clarity which has lead to constructs that bring
Good.

•

All constructs of Outside Agendas are removed from our Web of Life.
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Another point:
Your Survival Brain will signal at any change. It does not discern real and immediate
danger from a simple change in the energy field. Listen. Hear the warning, listen to
your internal wisdom and then take appropriate actions such as run, hide, freeze,
go another route, etc. Then, move to your Higher, Solution Brain and do the work of
an Agent of Change and Design Destiny from your Higher Brain.

Be an Agent of Change, A Designer of Destiny. Every time you see, sense, hear of an
action, emotion, situation that evokes Constriction, Discounting, Domination, Terror,
go to your inner Belly Wisdom and Power place and Declare:
“I name you, (situation) for what you are. A manifestation of an Outsider seed!
NOT Acceptable in my world!
“PTO teams, identify and contain this entire construct from its beginning and
remove it back to it’s home of origin.”

Resources:
Ancient Ones, Keepers of Galactic Secrets
Women, Stand, Lead
Tony Robbins and the #meetoo movement
Spiritual Healing
Question, Feedback on Tony Robbins and the #metoo movement
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